
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUOTATION 
 
 

Number SC8550 

Date 31/01/2020 
 

 
 

Block 1: Main Building//  Bâtiment principal 

Designation Qty  

Supply and installation and construction of a room of dimension (11.4m/6.4m/h2.8m) in 

treated and tinted light metallic structure and framework in red wood and OSB wood and rock 

wool layer which make the sound and thermal and aquatic insulation and wisa composite 

wood with a total surface area of 145.92 m² in the form of modules . 
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COMPOSITION 

Ground floor (72.96m²) 

*open space 

*shower room 

*staircase 

FLOOR (72.96m²) 

*two research rooms with two sliding walls 

*kitchenette 
*two toilets 

WALL CLADDING 

-supply and installation and construction of the red wooden frames coated on the outside 

with 9mm thick OSB wood and on the inside with 50 mm rock wool. 

External and internal coating of the walls in wood (wisa or ash veneer) thickness 9mm 

treated and stained (colour according to the customer's choice). 
-supply and installation of a decorated false ceiling in treated and stained wood (wisa/brake veneer). 

GROUND COVERING 

-floor in reinforced metal structure treated and tinted with injected polystyrene concrete 

covered with 9mm wisa wood flooring (treated and tinted). 

ALUMINIUM 

-supply and installation of single-glazed aluminium windows and doors (colour white). 
*open space: two windows of dimension(L1.5m*L1m) 

*Water room: window size (L0.4m*L0.4m) 

*Search room: dimension window(L1M*L1M). 

*Main entrance door size (L1.2M/L2.1M) 
* Sanitary block inlet door size (L0.8m*L2.1m). 

 

 

CUSTOMER: Our Big Blue 
MF : 1363741/F/P/N/000 

Address: residence Kairouan Cap marina 5000 

Monastir 

Subscribe to DeepL Pro to edit this document. 
Visit www.DeepL.com/Pro for more information. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
*room entrance door size (L0.9m*L2.1m)   

ELECTRIC PLANT 

Supply and installation and electrical installation and wiring, accessories with wall lights 

installed and running. 
-electrical installation : 

Socket: flexible cable 3*2.5mm SOMEF-mount-square socket 

2p+t Lighting: surface mounted 
Flexible cable 3*1.5 - mount and accessories SOMEF. 

KITCHEN 

Supply and installation of a kitchen equipped and installed in MDF laminate (color to 

customer's choice) with marbled base units plus top units (according to 2D and 3D plan), 

stainless steel basin with one hole and two gas hob plus extractor hood. 
HEALTH 

Accessories taps brand (SOPAL) 
Plumbing: IPALPEX multilayer //PVC ep1.8mm /// Tangit glue // crimp connection accessories // 

fixing grout 

Sanitary: toilet rear exit brand (SANIMED) plus toilet seat and silent push flush. 
Hand-washing machine in kit furnished 40/30 in ceramic. 

DELIVERY 

Delivery and installation 
 

 PRICE IN DT 

INCL. VAT 84 000,000 DT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Block 2: Training and Meeting room//  Salle de formation et de réunion 

Designation Qty  

Supply and installation and construction of a multi-purpose room in treated and stained light metal 

structure and frame in red wood and OSB wood and rock wool layer that make the sound and heat 

insulation and aquatic and composite wood wisa total area 72.96 m² in the form of modules . 
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COMPOSITION 

*open living room 

*two toilets M/F 

WALL CLADDING 

-supply and installation and construction of the red wooden frames coated on the outside with 8mm thick 

OSB wood and on the inside with 50 mm rock wool. 

External and internal coating of the walls in wood (wisa or ash veneer) thickness 9mm treated and stained 

(colour according to the customer's choice). 
-supply and installation of a decorated false ceiling in wood (wisa and brake veneer / treated and stained 
cashew). 
GROUND COVERING 

-floor in reinforced metal structure treated and tinted with injected polystyrene concrete covered with 

9mm wisa wood flooring (treated and tinted). 

ALUMINIUM 

-supply and installation of the windows and doors of the room in single-glazed aluminium (white colour). 

*room : two windows of dimension( L1.5m*L1m) 

*Sanitary block: window size (L0.4m*L0.4m). 

*Main entrance door size (L1.2M/L2.1M) 
* Sanitary block inlet door size (L0.8m*L2.1m) 

ELECTRIC PLANT 

Supply and installation and electrical installation and wiring, accessories with wall lights installed and 

running. 

-electrical installation : 

Socket: flexible cable 3*2.5mm SOMEF-mount-square socket 

2p+t Lighting: surface mounted 
Flexible cable 3*1.5 - mount and accessories SOMEF. 

HEALTH 

Accessories taps brand (SOPAL) 

Plumbing: multilayer IPALPEX //PVC ep1.8mm /// Tangit glue // crimp connection accessories 

// fixing grout 

Sanitary: toilet rear exit brand (SANIMED) plus toilet seat and silent push flush. Hand-washing 

machine in kit furnished 40/30 in ceramic. 

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION 
 

 PRICE IN DT 

INCL. VAT 42 000,000 DT 

 

  

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Block 3:    Scientific diving center//  Centre de plongée scientifique 

Designation Qty  

Supply, installation and construction of a diving centre in treated and tinted light metal structure and 

framework in red wood and OSB wood and rock wool layer that make the sound and heat insulation and 

aquatic and wisa composite wood with a total surface area of 15 m² dimension (L5m/L3m/H2.8m). 
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COMPOSITION 

*open space 

*two showers plus toilet 

WALL CLADDING 

-supply and installation and construction of the red wooden frames coated on the outside with 8mm thick 

OSB wood and on the inside with 50 mm rock wool. 

External and internal coating of the walls in wood (wisa or ash veneer) thickness 9mm treated and stained 

(colour according to the customer's choice). 
-supply and installation of a decorated false ceiling in wood (wisa and brake veneer / treated and stained 
cashew). 
GROUND COVERING 

-floor in reinforced metal structure treated and tinted with injected polystyrene concrete covered with 

9mm wisa wood flooring (treated and tinted). 

ALUMINIUM 

-supply and installation of the windows and doors of the centre in single-glazed aluminium (white colour). 

*window size (L1m/L1m) 

*Sanitary block: window size (L0.4m*L0.4m) 

*Main entrance door size (L0.9M/L2.1M) 
* Sanitary block inlet door size (L0.8m*L2.1m) 

ELECTRIC PLANT 

Supply and installation and electrical installation and wiring, accessories with wall lights installed and 

running. 

-electrical installation : 

Socket: flexible cable 3*2.5mm SOMEF-mount-square socket 

2p+t Lighting: surface mounted 
Flexible cable 3*1.5 - mount and accessories SOMEF. 

HEALTH 

Accessories taps brand (SOPAL) 

Plumbing: multilayer IPALPEX //PVC ep1.8mm /// Tangit glue // crimp connection accessories 

// fixing grout 

Sanitary: toilet rear exit brand (SANIMED) plus toilet seat and silent push flush. Hand-washing 

machine in kit furnished 40/30 in ceramic. 

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION 
 

 PRICE IN DT 

INCL. VAT 15 000,000 DT 
 

  

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Block 4: Eco-Shop and Coffee//Eco-Shop  and Coffee 

Designation Qty  

Supply, installation and construction of a shop in treated and stained light metal structure and 

frame in red wood and OSB wood and rock wool layer that make the sound and heat insulation 

and aquatic and composite wood wisa total area 54 m² dimension (L9m/L6m/H2.8m). 
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COMPOSITION 

*space for collective sale 

*space for coffee 

WALL CLADDING 

-supply and installation and construction of the red wooden frames coated on the outside with 
8mm thick OSB wood and on the inside with 50 mm rock wool. 

External and internal coating of the walls in wood (wisa or ash veneer) thickness 9mm 

treated and stained (colour according to the customer's choice). 
-supply and installation of a decorated false ceiling in wood (wisa and brake veneer / treated and 
stained cashew). 
GROUND COVERING 

-floor in reinforced metal structure treated and tinted with injected polystyrene concrete covered 

with 9mm wisa wood flooring (treated and tinted). 

ALUMINIUM 

-supply and installation of windows and doors of the shop and the coffee shop in single-glazed 

aluminium (white colour). 

*two window size (L1m/L1m) 

*two window size (L1.5m*L1m) 

*Main entrance door size (L1.2M/L2.1M) 
*dimensional input door (L0.9m*L2.1m) 

ELECTRIC PLANT 

Supply and installation and electrical installation and wiring, accessories with wall lights 

installed and running. 
-electrical installation : 

Socket: flexible cable 3*2.5mm SOMEF-mount-square socket 

2p+t Lighting: surface mounted 
Flexible cable 3*1.5 - mount and accessories SOMEF. 

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION 
 

 PRICE IN DT 

INCL. VAT 42 000,000 DT 

 

  

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Block 5: Hardware Storage//Storage  of material 

Designation Qty  

Supply, installation and construction of a storage space in treated and tinted light metal structure 

and framework in red wood and OSB wood and rock wool layer that make the sound and heat 

insulation and aquatic and composite wood wisa total area 18 m² dimension (L3m/L6m/H2.8m). 
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COMPOSITION 

*empty space 

WALL CLADDING 

-supply and installation and construction of the red wooden frames coated on the outside with 

8mm thick OSB wood and on the inside with 50 mm rock wool. 

External and internal coating of the walls in wood (wisa or ash veneer) thickness 9mm 

treated and stained (colour according to the customer's choice). 
-supply and installation of a decorated false ceiling in wood (wisa and brake veneer / treated and 
stained cashew). 
GROUND COVERING 

-floor in reinforced metal structure treated and tinted with injected polystyrene concrete covered 
with 9mm wisa wood flooring (treated and tinted). 

door 

-supply and installation of a door in the form of a manual metal curtain of dimension 

(L2.8m/L2.2m) 

ELECTRIC PLANT 

Supply and installation and electrical installation and wiring, accessories with wall lights 

installed and running. 
-electrical installation : 

Socket: flexible cable 3*2.5mm SOMEF-mount-square socket 

2p+t Lighting: surface mounted 
Flexible cable 3*1.5 - mount and accessories SOMEF. 

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION 
 

 PRICE IN DT 

INCL. VAT 14 000,000 DT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Block 6: First Aid Center for Turtles /Centre de premiers soins pour les tortues 

Designation Qty  

Supply, installation and construction of a care centre in treated and tinted light metal structure and 

framework in red wood and OSB wood and rock wool layer which make the sound and heat 

insulation and aquatic and wisa composite wood with a total surface area of 15 m² dimension 

(L5m/L3m/H2.8m). 
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COMPOSITION 

*empty space 

WALL CLADDING 

-supply and installation and construction of the red wooden frames coated on the outside with 

8mm thick OSB wood and on the inside with 50 mm rock wool. 

External and internal coating of the walls in wood (wisa or ash veneer) thickness 9mm treated and 

stained (colour according to the customer's choice). 
-supply and installation of a decorated false ceiling in wood (wisa and brake veneer / treated and stained 
cashew). 
GROUND COVERING 

-floor in reinforced metal structure treated and tinted with injected polystyrene concrete covered 
with 9mm wisa wood flooring (treated and tinted). 

door 

-supply and installation of the windows and doors of the treatment centre in single-glazed 

aluminium (white colour). 

* dimension window (L1m/L1m) 
*Main entrance door size (L0.9M/L2.1M) 

ELECTRIC PLANT 

Supply and installation and electrical installation and wiring, accessories with wall lights 

installed and running. 
-electrical installation : 

Socket: flexible cable 3*2.5mm SOMEF-mount-square socket 

2p+t Lighting: surface mounted 
Flexible cable 3*1.5 - mount and accessories SOMEF. 

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION 
 

 PRICE IN DT 

INCL. VAT 15 000,000 DT 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Wrought 

iron 

 

-supply and installation of forged irons for all block windows. free of 

charge 
 

- All construction details (dimension and concept) will be made and approved according to the 2D 

plans provided by the builder and accepted by the customer. 

(Each modification will be approved by the customer and will be counted out of the quotation and 

will allow us to extend the delivery time without penalizing us for late delivery (change of 

deadlines, etc.). 

performance and prices)) 
-Each delay in payment obliges the builder to stop the progress of the work and extend the time of 

delivery. 

-The customer prepares the grounding or will install the modular cabins. 

-the customer prepares the water and electricity supply (install the meters) 

-colours and concept to the customer's choice and Architectural Suite 

-connections of water sources, electricity and sewerage of houses to the customer's 

account. NB: the deposit is not refundable in case of cancellation of the order. 

-Penalty of 1.000$ paid by the manufacturer for each day of late delivery. 

-Penalty of 1.000$ paid by the customer for each day of late payment. 

-the manufacturer offers a 10% guarantee deduction (90 days). 

- Estimated delivery date 01/09/2020 

 

Method of payment : 

 

35% to order 

30% after steel structure construction 

30% before installation of doors, windows, sanitary facilities, fittings and 

flooring. 5% on delivery. 

 
Total incl. VAT/TD 212 000,000 DT 

Total incl. 

VAT/USD 

75,117.230 USD 

Stopped the present quotation at the sum of "two hundred and twelve 

thousand dinars". 

 

 
Signature & stamp 

 

  

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


